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The New Testament gospels are unsatisfactory biographies. Whenever I read a biography, I
want to see how the person’s life actually worked. The gospels don’t provide that information.
I would love to know more details about Jesus. I would like to know more about the group of
people who went around with him. Two weeks ago, we heard that Jesus sent out 70 people
into the villages to preach about the Kingdom of God. That’s a large number. Were they the
total of his followers or were there more? Who on earth were they? Were their families with
them? What about their livelihood? Few people were so rich as to be able just to drop tools
and move off. 2
The main emphasis in the gospels is on the apostles. But we know that there were some women
who travelled with Jesus; Luke identifies three by name, Mary Magdalene, Joanna and Susanna
and he said that there were “many others” beside. They had resources of their own and
provided for the group. 3 We do know that women were attracted to Jesus but we are never
quite sure why. Wouldn’t you like to know more about them?
All this brings us to this morning’s gospel reading and my desire to know more about the
relationships that it portrays. What we can tell from the record is that the two sisters, Mary and
Martha, lived in what Luke calls “a certain village”. In John’s gospel, the village is identified
as Bethany, just outside Jerusalem, and the sisters are said to live with their brother, Lazarus. 4
I talked about this family on the fifth Sunday in Lent, when Mary anointed the feet of Jesus.
Both Luke and John suggest that Jesus was very close to this family. We don’t know how they
met and what their closeness was built on. In John’s gospel, Jesus is very much at home with
them. They are a refuge for him and he is greatly distressed when Lazarus dies. John makes
it clear that Jesus’ distress is personal, not just a general regret at the death of someone you
happen to know.
It appears, from both Luke and John, that none of the family was married. This is quite strange.
Marriage was regarded as the natural condition of adults and was entered into quite early by
modern standards. Indeed, most brides would have been well below today’s age of consent
and their husbands liable to charges of paedophilia. But this needs to be understood in the light
of a life expectancy of about 40. This family of persons, who seem all to be of more than the
age of puberty, are, therefore, quite an unusual trio. But why are they not married? Perhaps
all three were widowed. We don’t know.
A straightforward reading of the Lukan account might suggest some sibling rivalry. Both
sisters are attracted to Jesus and Martha appears both jealous of Mary’s relationship with him
and resentful that she has been left to do all the work. On the other hand, Mary does not seem
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to be in any rivalry with Martha. She does not appear to resent Martha’s intervention. Perhaps
Mary is a Goody Two Shoes. 5 After all, she is the one with the luxury of being close to Jesus.
Actually, Mary is in a somewhat ambiguous position. Jesus is reclining at the table and Mary
sits at his feet. This is where a student would sit when hearing from his teacher. I have said
“his” deliberately, because a woman was not normally in the position of a student. In the
gendered society of her day, she shouldn’t have been there. In my Lent 5 sermon, I noted her
outrageous behaviour with the anointing. Mary is not a typical woman for her time.
My search for more biographical information is not a criticism of the gospel writers. They had
no intention of being the biographers that I seek. Their interests were entirely theological.
They had no interest in the minutiae of the life of Jesus. They told us only what served to
establish who Jesus was and what his life meant. All the rest was irrelevant. Knowing this,
we need to think more deeply about the story in this morning’s gospel. We are not invited to
be voyeurs of sibling rivalry. Such stuff is, in any case, too common to be really interesting.
One of the most obvious theological possibilities in this story is to highlight the contemplative
life over the active. Historically, this has been an argument in favour of the religious life over
the ordinary life of the laity. On a day to day basis, we also hear it in our churches but with
some little ambiguity. One commentary notes the words of a pastor, “I [praise] Mary from the
pulpit, but when it comes to choosing a housekeeper, I look to the Marthas of this world.” I
imagine that many women in our congregations know the truth of that. The commentator goes
on to say that this story is not about “prospective housekeepers or budding contemplatives”. 6
What, then, is it about? Most commentators say that it is about focus. It is interesting to note
that Martha is fulfilling the directive made by Jesus in the parable of the Good Samaritan,
which we read last week. Indeed, it can be argued that Luke intended this story to act as an
example of the implementation of the preceding parable.
Martha is busy attending to the needs of her guests. Her situation is not as extreme as that in
the parable, but parables work by being extreme. They do not portray our everyday lives.
Martha is about the ordinary activities of being a neighbour. Note please, that this is the real
outcome of the parable of the Good Samaritan. Jesus does not end up by defining who my
neighbour is; instead, he challenges me to be a neighbour. That is what Martha is doing.
What’s the problem? Why does Jesus criticise her? 7
Well, he doesn’t. Jesus is not critical of Martha’s work. He is critical of her distraction. There
are two ways in which we can take this. First, we can note that Martha’s business distracts her
from being a disciple, as Mary demonstrates. The work takes priority. 8
Dom Andrew Marr, abbot of the Anglican St Gregory’s Abbey in the USA says:
Those who interpret this story as contrasting the active and contemplative lives take
Jesus’ gentle reproach of Martha as indicating that she is distracted from him by her
busywork. But if Jesus is not offended by Martha’s attention to work instead of him
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… then the words mean something else. I suggest that Jesus is pointing out that Martha
is not distracted from Jesus by her work; she is distracted from her work by resentment
of her sister. Mary, for her (better) part shows no sign of being distracted by Martha. 9

Marr suggests that Mary and Martha represent two ways of reading the gospel. That is, they
are not in competition. We are both Mary and Martha from time to time.
Martha represents us when we are offended by Jesus because he “does not help us with
our projects, and that he does not command others to do the same.” In short, Martha is
offended that Jesus does not “support” her. Mary, on the other hand, represents us
when we sit at Jesus’ feet without offence, without asking to be “supported.” When
we do that, we are held up by Jesus whether we realise it or not.
It isn’t a matter of being active or contemplative; it’s a matter of being focused on Jesus
without resentment because Jesus has no resentment. In any case, the wisest
commentators on this story suggest that Mary has need of Martha and Martha has need
of Mary and a mixed life of action and contemplation is best.

Instead of contrasting the active and contemplative styles of life, Luke contrasts Martha's
“distracted” life—a word he uses twice, with Mary's “centred” life. How ironic that Mary’s
earnest acts of devotion precipitated aggravation and annoyance from her sister, without whom
she would not have had the opportunity to do them.
In 1747, Charles Wesley published a collection of hymns under the, perhaps not attractive to
us, title Hymns for those that Seek, and those that Have Redemption in the blood of Christ.
One of the hymns has the heading “For a Believer, in worldly Business”, that is, a believer who
has business activities in the world. In the first verse of this hymn, Wesley captures exactly
the point of today’s gospel.
LO! I come with joy to do
The Master's blessed will;
Him in outward works pursue,
And serve his pleasure still;
Faithful to my Lord's commands,
I still would choose the better part,
Serve with careful Martha's hands,
And loving Mary's heart.
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Originally sung to this tune:
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Jesus at the home of Martha and Mary
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